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Lessons for

Cyber Policymakers

Critical infrastructure keeps our food fresh, our houses warm, our 
trade	flowing,	and	our	citizens	productive	and	safe.	The	vulnerability	
of U.S. critical infrastructure to cyber, physical, and electromagnetic 
attacks means that adversaries could disrupt military command and 
control,	banking	and	financial	operations,	the	electrical	grid,	and	
means of communication.

	 	 	 	 ―2017	U.S.	National	Security	Strategy

Cyberspace is the newest domain of warfare.1 In cyberspace, the attacker has the advantage 
over the defender.2 Cyberspace is unique because it “offers state and non-state actors the 
ability to wage campaigns against American political, economic, and security interests” 

without requiring a physical presence.3 In the 2006 U.S. National Security Strategy, the word “cyber” 
was mentioned one time in parentheses.4 By 2017, the U.S. National Security Strategy states that: 
“America’s response to the challenges and opportunities of the cyber era will determine our future 
prosperity and security.”5 This rapid rise of cyber means policymakers have had little time to develop 
cybersecurity strategies. To develop an effective foundation for the creation of a cybersecurity 
strategy, cyber policymakers must learn from Cold War deterrence theory and application. The 
Cold War dealt with a new type of warfare, rapidly evolving technology, and an environment 
dominated by the offense, which mirrors the current challenges in cyberspace. Analysis of Cold 
War deterrence theory identifies specific principles of deterrence and strategy cyber policymakers 
can apply to cyber defense.
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Communication of threats, or 
cost to potential attackers, 
is not possible in the current 
cyber operating environment...

Defining and Categorizing 
Cyber Deterrence

Cold War deterrence theorists such as 
Schaub, Quackenbush, Morgenthau, Huth, and 
Russet assert that deterrence necessitates a threat 
on the part of the defender.6 The problem with a 
threat-based deterrence theory in cyberspace is 
that success requires the defender to communicate 
the threat to all potential attackers, which is not 
possible. Smoke, George, Brodie, Nye, and Kahn 
all contend that deterrence does not necessitate 
a threat, but the defender must still dissuade the 
potential attacker from initiating action through 
some form of communication.7 Furthermore, 
Smoke, George, Payne, and Freedman argue 
that effective deterrence requires state-specific 
communication strategies that take into account 
unique aspects of each potential attacker.8 
Communication of threats, or cost to potential 
attackers, is not possible in the current cyber 
operating environment, which creates the first 
of two dilemmas for cyber policymakers.

The first cyber deterrence dilemma facing 
U.S. cyber policymakers is, How can the U.S. 
deter cyberattacks on infrastructure critical to 
its national security from the range of potential 
attackers in cyberspace without being able 
to communicate the threat or cost to potential 
attackers? The answer is general strongpoint 
cyber deterrence. General strongpoint cyber 
deterrence is the implementation of cyber-
specific defensive measures that deny state 
and nonstate actors with limited resources the 
ability to attack infrastructure critical to national 
security without requiring any communication 
from the defender. Kennan argued that 
strongpoint defense “allowed the United 
States to choose the most favorable terrain 
upon which to confront the Soviet Union.”9 
Nye further argued that “by chewing up an 
attacker’s resources and time, a potential target 
disrupts the cost-benefit model that creates an 
incentive for attack.”10 General strongpoint cyber 

deterrence takes lessons from Kennan and Nye 
because it involves a focused defense on critical 
infrastructure that creates a high cost for the 
attacker, forcing him to expend more resources 
than anticipated. General strongpoint cyber 
deterrence also forces the attacker to move on 
to an easier target that is favorable digital terrain 
for the U.S. No deterrent can stop all attacks, but 
general strongpoint cyber deterrence can limit 
the pool of potential attackers to state actors with 
enough resources for a prolonged cyberattack. 
With the pool of potential initiators limited, 
the state-specific communication strategies 
championed by Smoke, George, Freedman, and 
Payne can be used by cyber policymakers for 
further deterrence against resourced state actors 
looking to harm critical infrastructure.11

The second cyber deterrence dilemma facing 
U.S. cyber policymakers is, How can the U.S. 
further deter state actors who have the resources 
to circumvent defenses erected for general cyber 
deterrence from attacking infrastructure critical 
to national security? The answer is specific 
cyber strongpoint deterrence. Unlike general 
cyber strongpoint deterrence, specific cyber 
strongpoint deterrence strategies must account 
for communication with potential initiators, 
potential attacker rationality, the limits of 
attribution, and the regional and political contexts 
in which an attack may occur.12 The definition 
of specific cyber strongpoint deterrence, which 
borrows heavily from Keith Payne, is the focused 
application of elements of national power 
against a specific actor accounting for: 1) the 
potential object of his friction; 2) his motivation 
and goals (expected gain from attacking); 3) 
his level of determination; 4) his likelihood of 
attacking; 5) how he makes decisions; 6) the 
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Cyber policymakers must 
implement general and specific 
strongpoint cyber deterrence 
to effectively defend critical 
infrastructure from cyberattacks.

regional political and security context in which 
the attack will occur; and 7) the likelihood of 
attribution if he attacks.13 Unique, state-focused 
strongpoint cyber deterrence can be effective in 
communicating the costs of potential attacks to 
a finite number of actors. Furthermore, using the 
right mix of elements of national power against 
potential attackers can prolong the length of 
time a cyberattack takes, which increases the 
chance of attribution. Concentrating defensive 
efforts against specific actors also increases the 
chance of diverting potential initiators away 
from attacking infrastructure critical to national 
security.

Cyber policymakers must implement general 
and specific strongpoint cyber deterrence to 
effectively defend critical infrastructure from 
cyberattacks. Data is the critical infrastructure 
in cyberspace, which means cyber policymakers 
must account for the protection of data to create 
effective general cyber deterrence policies that 
can enable specific cyber strongpoint deterrence. 
Encryption, decentralization, and concealment 
are three principles that require application to 
data critical to national security for effective 
general cyber strongpoint deterrence.

Encryption

Herman Kahn recognized that shelter is an 
important component of protecting infrastructure 
critical to national security.14 Kahn argued that 
“shelter tends to be a good deal more stable 
than quick reaction alone as a defense” and 
that “the number of ways in which it can fail 
seem relatively low.”15 Finally, shelter is part of 
a broader defense strategy for strategic nuclear 
forces (SNF) that also includes mobility, 

concealment, and dispersion. By itself, shelter 
is not a complete deterrent, but when combined 
with mobility, concealment, and dispersion, it 
creates uncertainty for the enemy regarding 
the location and disposition of SNF. Shelter for 
nuclear forces parallels encryption in cyberspace 
where data critical to national security requires 
protection and hardening from direct enemy 
attacks. Encryption means “to cipher or encode,” 
which helps protect data from brute-force enemy 
attacks.16 Encryption must be used to protect 
Supervisory and Control Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) systems that are currently vulnerable 
and often unprotected.

Cybersecurity researchers Thomas Marsden, 
Nour Moustafa, Elena Sitnikova, and Gideon 
Creech highlight that “research into the security 
of SCADA systems has grown in recent years, 
as the potential damage to critical infrastructure 
including gas, electricity, water, traffic and 
railway, and/or loss of life and subsequent risk 
to state security have been realized.”17 Though 
the risks of attacks to SCADA systems have 
been identified, most studies have unveiled that 
security is an afterthought at best in SCADA 
systems.18 Supervisory control systems are 
vulnerable because they were built on an 
assumption that “SCADA infrastructure is 
a closed control ecosystem of sufficiently 
complex technologies to provide some security 
through trust and obscurity.”19 Supervisory 
control systems, like the internet, do not operate 
in a closed system and are thus vulnerable to 
cyberattacks from malicious actors. Not only 
are legacy SCADA systems (e.g., power grids) 
vulnerable to attack, but future supervisory 
control systems involving transmitting data 
through lasers are also neglecting cybersecurity 
during research and development.

At the Sixteenth International Conference 
on Accelerator and Large Experimental Control 
Systems, a team of sixteen scientists and 
cybersecurity experts, led by Leonce Mekinda, 
presented a paper in which they argued that 
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Policymakers cannot forget 
the importance of encryption 
when developing policy for 
infrastructure critical to 
national cybersecurity...

cybersecurity aspects are often not thoroughly 
addressed in the design of light source SCADA 
systems currently built on “vulnerable” off-
the-shelf software.20 The most high-profile, 
light-source, supervisory control system is the 
European X-Ray Free Electron Laser contained 
in a 1.4 billion-euro facility that produces 15 
TB of data each beam.21 The European X-Ray 
Free Electron Laser represents the future of 
SCADA systems, and there should be special 
care regarding its security.22 The thread that 
connects legacy and future supervisory control 
systems is the lack of effective encryption. If 
malicious actors can remotely access U.S. 
SCADA infrastructure, then the threat of a 
cyberattack against infrastructure to national 
security will remain high. If encryption can be 
implemented that forces actors to devote more 
time and resources to access the data in cyber 
systems in the form of a general deterrent, then it 
affords the U.S. more time to implement specific 
cyber strongpoint deterrence.

In a 2004 report conducted by the 
Congressional Research Service, Dana Shea 
made it clear that:

Encrypting the information transmitted 
between remote units and their controllers 
would inhibit inclusion of false information 
to and from industrial control systems. 
Current encryption technology may not 
be compatible due to the time required to 
process the encrypted data and the level 
of technology built into control system 
components. Industrial control systems 
have stringent timing requirements and tend 
to be built out of less computationally robust 
components, which complicate the use of 
current encryption technologies. While a 
prototype encryption method for industrial 
control systems has been developed, it is 
still in the validation process and is only 
recently being evaluated for implementation 
in industry. Further research into encryption 
techniques for these processes could 

provide efficient, market-driven technology 
for securing industrial control systems 
information.23

Policymakers must learn from Shea’s 
suggestions of investing in the research of 
encryption techniques to secure SCADA 
systems.24 Shea recognized that the injection of 
false information into SCADA systems could 
be a major problem, and that current encryption 
technologies might not be able to control the 
flow of information in SCADA systems.25 Shea’s 
suggestions in 2004 are just as relevant in 2019 
where SCADA systems are susceptible to enemy 
attacks because of ineffective encryption.26 
Encryption is not a single solution to protecting 
SCADA systems, but it should be the first step in 
a general strongpoint cyber deterrence to create 
a cost that is beyond the resources of nonstate 

actors and even some state actors. Policymakers 
cannot forget the importance of encryption when 
developing policy for infrastructure critical to 
national cybersecurity because data in SCADA 
systems requires protection.27 After protecting 
data with encryption, policymakers must 
understand, as Kahn cautions, that shelter is 
weakest when the enemy can overwhelm it with 
an attack that is “larger than the shelters were 
built for.”28 Encryption, like shelter, can also be 
overwhelmed by overpowering enemy resources 
in the form of a brute-force attack, which means 
it must not be located in a single place for the 
enemy to concentrate its resources.29

Decentralization

Herman Kahn argued that: “One way to 
prevent the attacker from mounting too large 
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Cyber policymakers must 
understand how decentralization 
applies to cybersecurity strategy 
to protect infrastructure critical 
to national security from 
malicious enemy attacks.

an attack is to disperse shelters to many distinct 
target points. This forces downward the number 
of missiles the enemy can shoot at each point.”30 
Lawrence Freedman argued that “mobility and 
concealment” would “discourage an arms race.”31 
The 1958 report, National Policy Implications 
of Atomic Parity, also said: The numbers of 
missiles will avail the enemy nothing, if he does 
not know the location of the target. We in effect 
take an initiative which he can overcome only by 
maintaining hour-to-hour fire-comb surveillance 
of all our land areas and vast oceans [for SNF].”32 
The principles of mobility directly applies to 
SCADA systems in cyberspace where “today’s 
centralized information infrastructure is not 
resistant (to faults or cyber-attacks), extensible 
or scalable to accommodate the emerging power 
grid requirements.”33 In particular, the U.S. 
power grid is deployed with a largely, centralized 
information infrastructure, with the Energy 
Management System acting as the main control 
center.34 Cyber policymakers must understand 
how decentralization applies to cybersecurity 
strategy to protect infrastructure critical to 
national security from malicious enemy attacks.

Network decentralization describes the use 
of distributed systems and the externalization of 
software system components.35 Decentralized 
networks are the foundation of the cloud which 
“describes a network-based computer system, 
which can be used for organizational and 
technological integration into decentralized 
information systems, based on cloud computing 
technology.”36 Florian Kelbert, a research 
engineer that specializes in information security 

and privacy, and software engineer Alexander 
Pretschner argue that “due to the ever-increasing 
value of data, the continuous protection of 
sensitive data throughout its entire lifetime has 
drawn much attention” and that a “decentralized 
infrastructure overcomes many problems 
omnipresent in a centralized approach.”37Kelbert 
and Pretschner also argue that decentralized 
networks are superior to the current centralized 
structure because “deploying all components 
locally and by replicating data to different 
locations, there is no single point of failure and 
no need for a central component to be always 
available for all clients.”38 Furthermore, Kelbert 
and Pretschner contend that while a solution to 
data security “could naively be implemented in 
a centralized fashion, such a solution imposes 
drawbacks such as being a single point of 
failure, and “a centralized solution is also 
expected to impose significant performance 
and network communication overhead.”39 
Decentralization of data that controls and resides 
within infrastructure critical to national security 
must be a tenet of any cybersecurity deterrence 
strategy to add an additional layer of complexity 
to encrypted data and create uncertainty for the 
attacker.

Young-Jin Kim, Marina Thottan, Vladimir 
Kolesinkov, and Wonsuck Lee, a group of 
experts ranging from electrical engineering 
to cryptography, argue that an “important 
differentiator for the next generation power 
grid is the massive amounts of measurement 
data that will be made available at distributed 
locations that can and must be leveraged 
optimally to operate the power grid.”40 The 
arguments of Kim, Thottan, Kolesinkov, Lee, 
Kelbert, and Pretschner are the cyber equivalent 
to arguments for decentralization made by 
Brodie, Kahn, Freedman, and the Naval Warfare 
Group.41 Cybersecurity policymakers must 
incorporate decentralization into their general 
and specific deterrence strategies because it 
creates uncertainty as to the location of data 
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Even with a general cyber 
deterrent in place, one must 
assume an adversary will 
breach border controls and 
establish footholds within 
the defender’s network...

that is critical to national security. When the 
defender can ensure that data critical to national 
security is never centralized and constantly 
moving, the attacker never has the opportunity 
to mass his offensive capabilities against one 
particular location. Decentralized data also 
makes encryption even more important because 
it adds a layer of security that increases the cost 
for the attacker. Not only do attackers need to 
find the location(s) of data critical to national 
security, they must also defeat the defender’s 
encryption at each location that contains 
portions of the data. Cyber policymakers that 
understand the necessity of data centralization 
can shape an environment that is advantageous 
for the defender. Cyber policymakers must 
also understand how to augment the effects of 
encryption and decentralization by concealing 
the whereabouts and type of encryption of data 
critical to national security.

Concealment

Bernard Brodie, Herman Kahn, Martin Van 
Creveld and Lawrence Freedman championed 
concealment for SNF.42 Brodie argued that 
concealed SNF (along with sheltered and 
dispersed) made it more likely that SNF would 
survive a first strike and less likely that the 
attacker would surprise the defender.43 Kahn 
thought that concealment by “continuous 
mobility or reasonably frequent changes of 
position” challenged the enemy’s intelligence 
and created confusion and force them to expend 
resources creating a larger attacking force.44 Van 
Creveld highlighted multiple courses of action 
considered by the U.S. for concealment of SNF 
to include subterranean tunnels with tracks, 
missiles dug thousands of feet deep and launched 
from underground after surviving an attack, and 
platforms that would “crawl over the bottom 
of the lakes.”45 Freedman thought concealment 
(and mobility) discouraged an arms race because 
“numbers of missiles will avail the enemy 
nothing, if he does not know the location of his 

target.”46 Analysis of concealment by Brodie, 
Kahn, Van Creveld, and Freedman directly 
applies to cyberspace because “infrastructure 
that causes the greatest concern in the cyber war 
literature, industrial control systems, can also be 
protected by deception.”47

Even with a general cyber deterrent in place, 
one must assume an adversary will breach border 
controls and establish footholds within the 
defender’s network, so studying and engaging the 
adversary on the defender’s turf will influence 
any future moves.48 Dr. Kristin E. Heckman, lead 
scientist at The MITRE Corporation in McLean, 
VA, and a team of MITRE scientists argued that 
a key component in an environment in which 
an attacker will enter the defender’s network 
even with the most elaborate security measures 
is “cyber denial and deception.”49 Furthermore, 
Heckman and her team said:

The goal of D&D [denial and deception] is 
to influence another to behave in a way that 
gives the deceiver an advantage, creating a 
causal relationship between psychological 
state and physical behavior. Denial actively 
prevents the target from perceiving 
information and stimuli; deception provides 
misleading information and stimuli to 
actively create and reinforce the target’s 
perceptions, cognitions, and beliefs. Both 
methods generate a mistaken certainty in the 
target’s mind about what I s and is not real, 
making the target erroneously confident and 
ready to act.50

Heckman and the scientists at MITRE 
made it clear that adding a layer of deception 
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Cyber deception can augment 
general strongpoint cyber 
deterrence by further 
concealing information 
even if an attacker makes it 
through a cyber defense.

in the form of concealing information for which 
the attacker is searching adds another layer of 
complexity to deterrence by denial.51 Political 
scientists Erik Gartzke and Jon R. Lindsay 
further discuss deception in the cyber domain 
and claim:

Deception is logically different from denial 
even though they are often combined. Pure 
defense is the act of physically confronting 
attackers so that they cannot cause harm 
to the assets that are being defended. 
Deception, by contrast, conceals assets and 
pitfalls from the enemy.”52

Gartzke and Lindsay further argue that 
“cyberspace heightens the effectiveness of 
deception” and “an adversary that wanted to 
complain about defensive deception would also 
have first to revel its identity.”53

In an experiment involving cyber deception, 
Gartzke and Lindsay found “in one real-time 
red-team versus blue-team cyber war game 
experiment, a honeypot54system failed to deny 
red-team hackers access to the command 
and control mission system, but decoys and 
disinformation did succeed in preventing the 
adversary from obtaining sensitive data.”55 
Heckman and scientists from MITRE also found 
that “traditional denial and deception techniques 
were effective in denying the adversary access 
to real information on the real command and 
control mission system, and instead provided the 
adversary with access to false information on a 
fake command and control mission system.”56

Gartzke, Lindsay, Heckman, and MITRE 
scientists make it clear that deception will 

have a major impact on a defender’s ability 
to deter in cyberspace.57 Jeffrey Pawlick, U.S. 
Army Research Laboratory, Edward Colbert, 
U.S. Army Research Laboratory, and Quanyan 
Zhu, New York University Tandon School of 
Engineering, further researched cyber deception 
and developed a taxonomy that defined six 
types of deception, “perturbation, moving target 
defense, obfuscation, mixing, honey-x, and 
attacker-engagement.”58 Pawlick, Colbert, and 
Zhu’s analysis does not argue that any one type 
of deception is the best in cyberspace, but rather 
break methods of concealing information through 
deception down into different categories.59 Cyber 
deception can augment general strongpoint cyber 
deterrence by further concealing information 
even if an attacker makes it through a cyber 
defense. Concealment of information can 
drive up the cost, time, and complexity for the 
attacker; create more time for the defender to 
attribute an attack; and filter out more potential 
attackers. Cyber policymakers must understand 
how to incorporate concealment in conjunction 
with encryption and decentralization into a 
general strongpoint cyber deterrent to create 
a layered approach that limits the number of 
potential attackers and affords the U.S. an 
opportunity to implement a specific strongpoint 
cyber deterrence against a manageable number 
of initiators.

Conclusion

Cybersecurity deterrence requires a forward-
thinking approach and not a reliance on specific 
solutions. Analysis of Cold War deterrence 
theory results in the following lessons from 
which cybersecurity policymakers must learn 
and incorporate to develop a forward-thinking 
approach to defending critical infrastructure in 
cyberspace:
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1. The initial layer of cyber deterrence must be focused on denying potential attackers because it 
is not possible to communicate with all potential initiators.

2. Threat-based deterrence is not possible in cyberspace unless the range of potential attackers is 
greatly reduced.

3. Cyber deterrence must be focused on strongpoints because a perimeter defense will be costly 
for the defender, and not effective against potential initiators. Strongpoints in cyberspace are 
infrastructure critical to national security.

4. Critical infrastructure in cyberspace should be encrypted, decentralized, and concealed 
to increase the cost for the attacker, buy time for the defender, and increase the chance of 
attribution of the attacker.

5. Resources must be allocated to researching emerging and future capabilities to create innovation 
opportunities for long-term cyber defense.

6. A technology-focused general strongpoint cyber deterrent creates the opportunity for an actor-
specific specific strongpoint cyber deterrence strategy that leverages the elements of national 
power beyond just cyber defense technology.

7. Specific strongpoint cyber deterrence that leverages the elements of national power and actor-
specific considerations can be used following the employment of a general strongpoint cyber 
deterrent to target a limited number of potential initiators with the resources to target U.S. 
infrastructure critical to national security.

The long-term approach to cyber defense must use a framework with the lessons identified 
from Cold War deterrence theory and implementation. A framework is a set of adaptable principles 
that can be applied to evolving problem-sets. Cybersecurity is an evolving problem-set that must 
have adaptable policymakers capable of simultaneously addressing current and long-term threats 
through the implementation of general and specific strongpoint cyber deterrence. General and 
strongpoint cyber deterrence that leverages the lessons identified during the Cold War and applies 
them to cyberspace will have a foundation on which to build iterative cyber defenses that continually 
incorporate new technology to address evolving threats. IAJ
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